
AGREEMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE BASQUE COUNTRY GOVERNING BOARD, REACHED 

DURING THE SESSION HELD ON 30 APRIL 2015, WHICH APPROVES THE MODIFICATION OF THE 

REGULATIONS GOVERNING UNIVERSITY MASTER’S DEGREES 

 

On 26 August 2014, Resolution of 11 July 2014, of the Pro Vice-Chancellor for Postgraduate 

Studies and International Relations at the University of the Basque Country, duly publishing 

the Regulations for University Master’s Degrees, was published in the Basque Official Gazette. 

Since this time, a number of situations have been detected which, given their unusual nature, 

were not contemplated in the original Regulations for University Master’s Degrees and which 

therefore required recourse to the more extensive and detailed academic regulations 

governing undergraduate degrees in order for an adequate solution to be found. An additional 

provision is therefore proposed stating that in all academic cases not specifically covered by 

the Regulations for University Master’s Degrees, parties shall abide by that stated in the 

academic regulations governing undergraduate degrees, with any adaptations required by the 

specific nature of postgraduate Master’s studies and always as stipulated by the Pro Vice-

Chancellor for Postgraduate Studies and International Relations. 

The aforementioned proposal was approved by the Postgraduate Commission in its meeting 

held on 27 March 2015. 

Therefore, at the behest of the Pro Vice-Chancellor for Postgraduate Studies and International 

Relations, the Governing Board hereby 

 

AGREES 

 

One.- to include Additional Provision Two in the UNIVERSITY MASTER’S DEGREE 

MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS, under the following terms: 

ADDITIONAL STIPULATION TWO.- Subsidiary regulation. 

In all academic questions for which there is no specific provision in the regulations governing 

university Master’s degrees, parties shall abide by that stipulated in the academic regulations 

governing undergraduate degrees, with any adaptations required by the specific nature of 

postgraduate Master’s studies and always in accordance with that stipulated by the Pro Vice-

Chancellor for Postgraduate Studies and International Relations. 

 

Leioa, 30 April 2015 

Secretary General 

José Luis Martín González 


